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Abstract 
A linear mapping from a finite-dimensional linear space to another has a matrix representation. Certain multilinear 
functions are also matrix-representable. Using these representations, symbolic omputations can be done numerically and 
hence more efficiently. This paper presents an organized procedure for constructing matrix representations for a class 
of linear operators on finite-dimensional spaces. First we present serial number functions for locating basis monomials 
in the linear space of homogeneous polynomials of fixed degree, ordered under structured lexicographies. Next basic 
lemmas describing the modular structure of matrix representations for operators constructed canonically from elementary 
operators are presented. Using these results, explicit matrix representations are then given for the Lie derivative and 
Lie-Poisson bracket operators defined on spaces of homogeneous polynomials. In particular, they are comprised of blocks 
obtained as Kronecker sums of modular components, each corresponding to specific Jordan blocks. At an implementation 
level, recursive programming is applied to construct these modular components explicitly. The results are also applied to 
computing power series approximations for the center manifold of a dynamical system. In this setting, the linear operator 
of interest is parameterized by two matrices, a generalization f the Lie--Poission bracket. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction and motivation 
In the context of differential geometry, the Lie-Poisson bracket [-, -] is the operation of fundamental 
importance for theoretical mechanics [2] and for the analysis and control of nonlinear dynamical 
systems [4,8,12]. Given two smooth vector fields f ,g"  ~:'---~ g:', ~: either C or R, the Lie-Poisson 
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bracket of f and g at x E Y" is defined as ~ the bilinear operator 
[f, gl(x):= ~ g(x ) -  -~x f(x). (1) 
In using the Lie-Poisson bracket, it is common for one of the two bracket operands, say f ,  to be 
fixed. 2 The bracket then reduces to [f ,  .], a linear operator often denoted by ady in the nonlinear 
control literature. Consider 
ad /g  = h (2) 
as an equation with given smooth functions f and h and unknown solution function g. Even though 
(2) is linear, it is a nontrivial partial differential equation. Its solution space is infinite-dimensional. It 
is simplified appreciably, however, if f ,  g, h are elements of finite-dimensional linear spaces Vf, V0, Vh, 
for example linear spaces of homogeneous polynomials of degrees p, q and r=p+q-1 ,  respectively. 
The finite dimensionality of Vf, V o and Vh then grants the linear operator adf a matrix representation. 
If a matrix representation for adf has been constructed, solving (2) is no more difficult than solving 
an ordinary, but likely high-dimensional, matrix-vector equation. Equations in the form of (2) have 
been used extensively in feedback linearization, disturbance decoupling and noninteracting control 
analyses for linear analytic nonlinear control systems. These systems are governed by nonlinear 
differential equations 
2=f (x )  + u(t)g(x ) (3) 
with f and g analytic functions. When f and O are polynomials, systems (3) are intermediate 
between linear-analytic and bilinear systems [4]. 
In the applications described above, it is frequently advantageous to represent relevant linear op- 
erators, like adf, as matrices, especially when numerical computations are desired. These representa- 
tions, as we will see, may be constructed using basic matrix modules which we investigate in detail 
below. In this paper then, we initiate an effort toward explicitly constructing matrix representations 
for linear operators on finite-dimensional linear spaces. In particular, we shall focus on the operator 
(1) in the special case f (x)=AxE~ :n and polynomial domain Vg as above. Since p=l ,  V 0 and Vh 
are homological as q=r. Specifically, we construct matrix representations for the Lie derivative 
£~aA(v) := -~x Ax, v E Hk,, (4) 
and the Lie-Poisson bracket 
Ou) 
[Ax, u ] :=Au-  Ox Ax, uEHkn. (5) 
Here Hkn is the linear space of n-variate homogeneous scalar polynomials of degree k and H~n = Hk, 
x . . .  x Hk, is the n-fold Cartesian product. Thus Vf = HT, and V o = Vh = H~,. Obviously, only in the 
homological setting will square matrix representations be induced. Similar developments may be 
l In the literature, it also has been defined as [f, g](x):= (dg/Ox)f(x)- (~f/dx)g(x). 
2 This appears, for instance, in checking nonlinear accessibility ordetectability. See the references cited above. 
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given of course in the nonhomological setting. Our results apply equally well to more general 
mappings involving the Lie derivative (4) and to general finite-dimensional linear spaces. 
Besides its application to the solution of (2) with Vf,/I0 and Vh finite-dimensional, our work is 
motivated by its close relationship with the Poincar6 normal form reduction (PNFR) of nonlinear 
systems ketched as follows (see [3,4,7]; also [5] on generalized PNFR). Denote by Pk(') E H~, the 
kernel of the near-identity ransformation (NIT) of order k 
Xold =Xnew "-~ Pk(Xnew). (6) 
Poincar6 normal form reduction centers around Eq. (2), 
[Ax, = - Vk(x), (7) 
where Fk(.) denotes the kth-order system dynamics prior to applying (6). The goal is to use trans- 
formations (6) to simplify system dynamics, k~>2. If (7) is solvable, Fk may be removed entirely 
from the dynamics. Otherwise, only the component of Fk lying in the range of the map [Ax, .] can 
be removed from the old dynamics, and a nontrivial component of Fk remains, constituting the 
kth-order normal form of the new dynamics. The "matrix method" of Ashkenazi and Chow [1], 
further developed in [5], is useful for normal form computations. In order to make effective use of 
this technique, a matrix representation B for (5), as well as the left eigenvectors for this matrix are 
required. 
Let dim(Hk,)= rck, so that dim(H~,)= nrckn. Let [v] and IM~ denote the vector and matrix repre- 
sentations, respectively, with respect o a chosen basis, for a vector v in a finite-dimensional vector 
space and a linear operator M between finite-dimensional linear spaces. Then Fk(X) and Pk(x) in 
(7) reduce to vectors 
fk = [Fk(x)] E D :n~k° and Pk = [Pk(x)] E U :"'k". (8) 
The components of the vectors in (8) are the concatenated lists of the coefficients of the (polynomial) 
components of Fk and Pk, listed in order with respect o a chosen basis for Hk~. The operators LZA 
and [Ax,-]=:adA are represented by, respectively, matrices 
C:=[ZfA]E 0: "~"×'~" and B:=[adA]E IF "'~'×"'°. (9) 
Moreover, (7) reduces to an ordinary matrix-vector equation 
Bpk=-- fk .  (10) 
Thus, questions regarding the solvability and solution structure for (7) can be answered by analyzing 
(10). As an application of our work here, a generalized matrix-algebraic Poincar6 normal form 
reduction analysis is given in [5]. 
In normal form analysis it is customary to refer to (7) as the homological equation (see [1,3]). 
Since we assume that Vg = Vh = H~n, we will refer to (4) and (5) as the homological Lie derivative 
and homological Lie-Poisson bracket, respectively. The matrix representation problems for these 
operators provide concrete xamples of the general representation problem: 
"Given a linear mapping f : V ---} W V, W finite-dimensional vector spaces, find a matrix repre- 
sentation for .f". 
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As another example, consider the linear mapping 
) gA~'A2(U'V)= ~X AlX A2y , U=U(X)EHklm, V=V(y)EHk2., XE~ :m, yEg:", (11) 
a bilinear product constructed from two Lie derivatives. As we shall see, once matrix representations 
for the Lie derivatives are constructed, they can be combined straightforwardly to produce a matrix 
representation for 9A~,A2. Another interesting example is 
fs(v)=(Sx). \d2x ] (Sx), 1)eV~--~-~kn, Xe~ 2n, (12) 
a generalized quadratic form involving a Hessian matrix (~2v/d2x) and a square matrix S. Our 
methodology applies to this problem, but due to inherent complexities, additional work is required 
and will be presented in future work. 
In order to give the explicit matrix representations for linear mappings required for computations, 
bases for the underlying linear spaces must be selected in advance. For H~, the collection of 
monomials 
• __  K I  /£2 J/gk..-{xl x2 ...x~"'xl + . . .  + x. = k, O <~ xi integers} (13) 
forms a natural basis. Collections of any 7Zkn linearly independent polynomials in H~. of course also 
qualify as bases. A natural basis for H~. can be obtained by multiplying the monomials in Jgk., or 
any basis of polynomials from Hk., with the standard unit basis vectors for D z". We refer to a basis 
for H~n obtained in this manner as a Cartesian monomial (or polynomial) basis. 
To obtain matrix representations with respect o a Cartesian monomial basis for H~., an ordering 
for the zck~ elements in J//k. needs to be selected. It is not difficult to see that this ordering deter- 
mines the complexity of the constructed Lie derivative and bracket matrices C and B in (9). An 
obvious choice for ordering ~/¢'k. is to employ the plain lexicography applied to the exponents of 
the component monomials. That is, the elements in Jc'k. are listed in the order 
k k-- I  k-- I  k--1 k--2 2 k--2 k-2 2 k k-1 k--1 k (14) 
X I ,X  1 X2,X! X3, • . .  ,X  1 Xn,X 1 X2 ,X  1 X2X3, • . .  ,X  1 X n, • . .  ,X  2 ,x  2 X3, • . .  ,Xn-- lX n ,X  n. 
For general k and n, a lexicographic serial number (LSN) function giving the ordinal position of 
the monomial x~x2K2-. x~" in the list (14) is needed. Such a function is indispensable for arranging 
the coefficients of Fk(x) as the vector fk and for contructing C and B more systematically. When 
it is suitable to group blocks of variables in certain ways, as when A is given in Jordan form, the 
plain lexicography and its LSN must be modified to take advantage of additional existing structure. 
Toward analyzing operators more general than the homological Lie-Poisson bracket (5), we es- 
tablish some useful lemmas which illustrate the general theme that matrix representations may be 
assembled from fundamental basic building blocks, computational modules, employing the operations 
of Kronecker product and sum. For example, as we shall show, if Fs = ~fs(u)] and Fv = Ifr(v)] 
are available, where fs and fv are as defined in (12), it is straightforward to obtain the matrix 
[fs(u)fr(v)]. For constructing B in (9), the real difficulty lies in constructing C. For this construc- 
tion, recursive programming will be employed. Fundamental matrices and matrix structures arise as 
appropriate building blocks. Interestingly, they are independent of the eigenvalues of A. In order to 
construct C and B explicitly, we will assume that A appears in its (real or complex) Jordan form 
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with fully general nilpotent part. In fact, it is the presence of defective modes that makes the con- 
struction interesting. The matrix B can then be assembled "level by level" using Kronecker products 
and sums and the basic lemmas discussed above. 
The matrices representing the above linear mappings are in general of high dimension but highly 
structured. They may be advantageously employed, using appropriate data structures [10] and vector 
representations of the form (8) to accomplish the following objectives: 
• To represent functions in, and operators on, abstract vector spaces, for computational purposes, 
by numeric Euclidean vectors and matrices, thereby reducing problem abstractness and demand 
for computer memory. 
• To perform symbolic omputations with functions and operators numerically, or to merge symbolic 
computation with numeric computation [10], so that efficiency is improved and the feasibility of 
the computing algorithms is extended. 
With these objectives in mind we bring to the reader's attention the recent study on the viability of 
using symbolic computation i nonlinear control [9]. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, ordering schemes for basis monomials 
and the accompanying serial number functions are introduced. Section 3 presents basic lemmas 
employed later to construct matrix representations. The explicit construction of the bracket matrix is 
presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents a matrix-algebraic computation of an approximation to the 
center manifold transformation for nonlinear systems. In this setting, the pertinent linear mapping is 
parametrized by two matrices as opposed to one for the homological Lie-Poisson bracket. Section 6 
collects some concluding remarks and topics for future investigation. 
2. Generalized lexicographies and serial number functions 
In this section, some generalized lexicographic ordering schemes and their accompanying serial 
number functions are introduced. The lexicographies will be used to construct basic computational 
matrix modules which will be combined to obtain B and C in Section 4. The serial number func- 
tions are important for automating these constructions. We shall begin with the plain lexicography. 
Generalized lexicographies arise when coupling among two or more 'modes' or 'modal units' is 
present. By a mode we mean the variables, as a unit, associated with one Jordan block in a Jordan 
decomposition for A. By a sub-modal unit we mean a pair of variables associated with a pair of 
complex conjugated eigenvalues for A appearing in real Jordan form. In this case, a defective mode 
will contain two or more sub-modal units. 
In what follows, x=(xl ;x2; . . . ;Xn)Eg :n denotes the column vector (xl,x2,...,xn) v and M= 
(MI;M2;... ;Mm) denotes a column of matrices Mi. Given an n-vector x, let 
~?l = (x2;... ;x,) (15) 
n denote the 'tail' of x. Let x = (xl, x2,..., x,) be a multi-index with Ixl =  i=1 x, = k and let 
'¢ ~' ~ • .x. ~". (16) X :~X 1 X 2 • 
Order the multi-indices with Ixl =k  according to the plain lexicography (that is, x precedes ~' if 
for some index r, ~c~ =x~ for i=  1,2, . . . , r  while xr+l >K~r+l.) Let (LX) denote the plain lexicogra- 
phy. The (LX) ordering induces a corresponding ordering (also denoted (LX)) on the monomials 
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X ~ C J / , . ,  namely the ordering (14) in which monomials are ordered according to their exponents ~c. 
For convenience, arrange the (LX) ordered monomials x~ as components of the nk.-vector 
. 2 .  
. . . .  , Xn,X 1 X2 , . . . ;Xn_ lX  n ,Xn). (17) 
To simplify analysis and recursive programming, define the vector seyments 2ik of x ~kl by 
20k:=x~ and xik " ..k-iz[i] .=A. 1 A1 ,  i = 1,2,...,k. (18) 
Here, in agreement with (17), 21 il consists of the (LX) ordered monomials of degree i in the variables 
x2,x3,...,x,. We will write 
X [kl = (Xok;21k;22k;.. .  "~2(k_l)k;2kk ). (19) 
Note that 2~ is a r~(,_~)-vector. 
It is an elementary fact from combinatorics that 
n(n + 1)...(n +k-  1) 
dim(Nk,) = rck, := 1.2...k (20) 
Let LSN(x ~) denote the serial position of x ~ in the list x Ekl counting left to right, and let 
LSN(x):=LSN(x~). (21) 
For example, if n = 2, LSN(x)= x2 + 1, while if k = 1, LSN(x) equals j such that xj = 1. For general 
k and n, determining LSN(x) is much more involved and a systematic counting procedure is needed. 
The following combinatorial identities are instrumental for deriving various kinds of lexicographical 
serial number functions. For completeness, set ~z0, = 1. 
Lemma 2.1. Let nk. be 9iven by (20). Then: 
(a) rck, + ~(k+l)(n- l )  = ~(k+l)n- 
(b) 1 + Zrl(._l) + .-. + rck(._l) = zck.. 
(c) (k + 1) + kn + (k - 1)Z2n + ' ' "  + 2~Z(k-1)n + ;¢kn =/rk(n+2). 
Proof. (a) Trivial. (b) By (a), re0. + rq(._ l)=nt.,  ~ln "31-~2(n--1)-'D-'~2n, and so on. (c) For k=l ,  
2 + n = rCl(.+2~ trivially. Let F(k,n) denote the left hand side of the identity (c) and assume that it 
holds for k. Observe that F(k + 1,n) -  F(k,n)=n(k+l)(.+l) by (b). Hence, F(k + 1,n)=n~(.+2)+ 
n(k+~)(.+l) = n(k+l)(.+2) by (a) and (c) follows by induction. [] 
Theorem 2.2 (Lexicographical serial number Function). Under (LX) 
LSN((Xl .... , ~,)) = rc(k_~,_l), + LSN(0¢2,..., xn)). (22) 
Proof. Let x 1 <k. For each tl =k ,k -  1 .... , xl + 1, there are ~(k-,,)(n-l) multi-indices t = (h, t2,..., l,) 
which precede x, summing up to a total of rC0(n-1)+rq(,-~)+" • "+rc(k-~l-l)(,-1) = rC(k-~,-l)n by Lemma 
2.1(b). [] 
As examples, LSN((4, 3, 2, 1 )) = ~54 q- LSN((3, 2, 1 )) = 56 + r~23 + LSN((2, 1 )) = 62 + 2 = 64 and 
LSN((1,2,3,4)) = rc84 +/1763 -]- 5 ~--  198. Note that LSN((3,2, 1)) # ~63 - -  LSN((1,2,3)). 
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When A is in Jordan form, natural structure is induced within x. The plain lexicography is not then 
suitable for some applications and appropriate generalizations are needed. For example, suppose that 
A = diag(A1,A2), A1 E D :r×r, A2 E D :s×s. Denote the state variable by z=(x ;y )  with x=(x~; ...;Xr), 
Y = (Yl;... ;Ys) respectively. Consider monomials z ~. These monomials consist of products of com- 
ponents in x [p] and y[q], p + q ---- k. To order these monomials, first construct the ordered lists 
x [p] Q ytq] :~_ (xPy[q];xP-lx2ytq]; • p-ly[q];xPyiq] • ..,Xr-lX~ ). (23) 
Then, to produce the overall ordering, concatenate hese lists in the order specified by the multi- 
indices (p, q) with p + q = k ordered by (LX). Call this ordering the block lexicography (BL). 
As examples, consider the case n = 4, r = s = 2. The multi-indices of order k = 2 ordered under 
(LX) and under (BE) are 
(LX) 2000, 1100, 1010, 1001, 0200, 0110, 0101, 0020, 0011, 0002; 
(BL) 2000, 1100, 0200, 1010, 1001, 0110, 0101, 0020, 0011, 0002. 
Note that differences appear as early as the third multi-index, although interestingly, some multi- 
indices occupy the same positions in both lists. 
More generally, when m distinct groups (units) of state variables are present, let 
b=(b l ,b2  . . . . .  b,,) withb l+. . .+bm=n (24) 
indicate that x is partitioned into m blocks with block sizes b~,bz,. . . ,b,n. We write 
/~=(Xl,/~2,...,/~m) , l(,i=(l~il,l~i2,...,l~ibi) , k i=tx i [ ,  and [x l=l (k l ,k2  . . . . .  km)[.  (25) 
The notation (25) will be used when block structure is present. It is a convenient abuse of the 
notation x=(x~,x2, . . . ,x , ) ,  the final index m changed to n. The meaning of these notations will 
be clear from the context. Further, when block structure is present we denote the state variable 
vector by Z=(Xl ,X2, . . . ,Xm) ,  with xi=(Xil,Xi2 . . . .  ,X~b,). Then (BL) is defined on the monomials 
z ~ =x 1~,x2~2.. .x,~- with I•1 =k as follows. For each multi-index (kl,k2, .. . ,k,,) ,  construct lists 
x[kl]~[k2](~ .~X[mkra]: xlkl]@(x~k2]~(. . [y[km-l]t~'~-[km]'~ 
1 ~'n'2 "~" . . . .  ~,,-1 ~'~m ," ")) (26) 
recursively using (23). Then, to produce the full ordering, concatenate hese lists in the order specified 
by the multi-indices (k l , kz , . . . , k , , )  with [(kl,k2 . . . . .  km)l =k  ordered by (LX). 
Let BLSN(x) denote the serial position of z ~ in the list of all order k monomials ordered by 
(BL). With what we have learned from the plain lexicography case, it is not difficult to obtain 
Theorem 2.3 (Block-lexicographical serial number function). Under (BL), 
k--kl - I 
BLSN((t¢I . . . .  , tOm))= 7~kbl ~- Z ~(k-j)bl'7~J(n-b1) 
j= l  
+(LSN(x~) - 1). n(k-~,)<,-b,)+ BLSN((t¢2,..., Xm)), 
where b and x are as in (24) and (25), respectively. 
(27) 
Proof. First, count the number of multi-indices (zl,..., tm) = (h, ~1 ), with (]ll l, [ i~1 ]) = (k, 0), (k - 1, 1 ), 
• .., (kl + 1, k - kl - 1 ), all of which precede (xl , . . . ,  Xr,). These indices number Ckb,, rr~k-j)b, "Trj~,_b, )
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j = 1 , . . . , k -  kl - 1, respectively. Next, note that there are LSN(I¢ l) - 1 indices 1~ preceding /£1 with 
I111--kl. Hence, the number of 01,.. . ,1,,) with I111 =kl  which precede (Xb...,Xm) is (LSN(x l ) -  
1) 'g (k -k l ) (n -b l ) .  The last such i is (Xll,.-.,Xlb,-~ + 1,tqb, -- 1,0,. . . ,0,  k -  k~), which is immediately 
followed by ( /¢ l , k -  k l ,0 . . . .  ,0). Formula (27) now follows directly. [] 
As an example, consider m=2,  b=(2 ,2 ) ,  kl =3  and k2 =7.  We have BLSN((1,2),(3,4))=217. 
In our applications, certain sub-structures have b = (2,... ,2). We refer to the resulting specialized 
block-lexicography as the pair-lexicography (PL). For (PL), Theorem 2.3 reduces to 
Corollary 2.4 (Pair-lexicographical serial number function). Under (PL), 
PLSN(x) = k + 1 + 
k-k l - I  
y~ (k - j  + 1)" ~Zj(n_2)"+" l'(.12"~(k_k,)(n_2)'1-PLSN((xz,..., Xm)) 
j= l  
where x is as in (25). 
(28) 
Theorem 2.3 has a more general statement. In the specification of (BL), the ordering (LX) was 
implicitly adopted to order the multi-indices xi, each i, and hence the monomials in the lists x} k'l 
This implicit restriction can be removed and hence (27) can be generalized. One may in fact se- 
lect independently any ordering schemes for the modal block indices xi, i = 1,... ,m. In particular, 
suppose that for each i, a specific ordering for the t¢~ is adopted. In (26), reorder the monomials in 
each list x~ k'l according to the chosen ordering for the x~, and extend to a full ordering (BL) for the 
z ~ by concatenation as above. If SN(xl) is the serial number function associated with the ordered 
indices xl, then formula (27) remains valid if SN(xl ) - 1 is substituted for LSN(xl ) - 1. The results 
given below are all valid for this more general definition of (BL). We will find it most useful to 
order the xi using either (LX) or (PL). 
Remark 2.5. The structured lexicographies (BL) and (PL) need not be restricted to basis monomials; 
they readily apply to basis polynomials for Hk, and other basis elements for other kinds of linear 
spaces. Indeed, let U and V be two linear spaces with bases {uL . . . . .  ur} and {vl,.. . ,  v,}, respectively. 
The product space W = {uv I u C U, v E V} can be derived directly. For example, consider U = H~, 
and V = Hk~, W C Hkl+k2- Similar to (BL) and (PL), the basis elements for W can be ordered as 
U1131, Ul I)2, • • •, Ul 1)s, U21)1 ,  • • • ,  U21)s, • • •, UrUI , • • •, Ur1)s" (29) 
For convenience, this ordering will also be referred to as (BL) or (PL). 
Remark 2.6. The ordering given in (BL) is of course not the only block ordering possible. For 
example, when m = 2, another natural ordering (BL') is derived by concatenating the lists 
y[q] @ X [p] = (x [P ]yq ;x [P ]yq- ly2 ; . . .  ; x [P ]Ys_ lyq -1  ;x[P]yqs ) (30) 
in the order specified by the multi-indices (p,q)  with p + q=k,  ordered by (LX). For example, 
the coupled monomials of degree 2 are ordered as Xlyl,xly2,x2y~,x2y2 by (BL), whereas they are 
ordered as XlYl,Xzyl,xly2,x2y2 by (BL'). This subtle variation gives rise to (BLSN'), (PL') and 
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(PLSN'), and matrix representations with quite distinct structure. For brevity, results derived by 
adopting the alternative ordering will not be presented here. 
3. Matrix representations for basic linear mappings 
In this section, some basic but important lemmas are given which aid in constructing computational 
matrix modules and matrix representations for the class of linear mappings discussed in Section 1. 
Recall that the Kronecker product, sum and difference are defined by 
• Kronecker product: A ® B = [aijB]. 
• Kronecker sum: A • B = A ® 1 + I ® B. 
• Kronecker difference: A 0 B =A ® 1 - I ® B =A @ ( -B) .  
The identity matrices in the Kronecker sum and difference must of course be of compatible dimen- 
sions. 3 We employ the Kronecker difference to agree with the difference sign ( - )  in the Lie-Poisson 
bracket. 
Recall the notation [.] and [ ' ]  and note that for a linear mapping f ,  [f(v)] =lf][v].  For the 
identity map f (v (x ) )= v(x), v C Hk~, obviously [ f l= I~k .  We have the following results on matrix 
representations for basic linear mappings. 
Theorem 3.1 (Basic properties of matrix representations for finite dimensional linear mappings). Let 
v E Hk, and ai E ~:, i = 1, . . . ,  m. Then: 
(a) For f (v )= av, a E I:, I f l  = aI~,,. 
(b) For 
(c) For 
(d) For 
(e) For 
(f) For 
(g) For 
f (v )  = av with a = (al; a2;... ; am), I f ]  = a ® I~k . (Note: f (v )  - I f  ][v].) 
f (v )  = av with a = (al, a2,.. . ,  am), I f]  = a @ I~k.. (Note: f (v )  =- [v][f].) 
f (u )  =Au with u E H~, and A C U :m×", I f l  =A @ I~.  
f (v )  = (fl(v); f2(v); ... ;fm(V)), [ f l  = (If1]; If2],... ,[fml)" 
f (u )  = (fl(u~); f2(u2);.--; f , (u,)) ,  U = (Ul; ... ;U,), I f ]  = diag(~fl], If21 . . . . .  [f,,l)- 
f (u )  = (f l  (u); f2(u);. . .  ; fro(u)), u = (ul ;... ; u,), ~f] = ( I f  l]; If2];... ;Ifml)" 
Proof. (a) is immediate. For (b), observe that by (a), 
[av]=([alv]; . . . ;[amV])=((al ®I,~°)[V];...;(am®I,~k,)[V])=((al;...;am)®I~k°)[V ]. (31) 
For (c), 
[av]=([alv],. . . ,[amV])=([v](al @I,~k°),...,[v](am @I~, ) )= [v]((al,.. . ,am) @I~,),  (32) 
again by (a). For (d), let u = (Ul;... ;un), A = (A:,l,...,A:.n), A:j column j of A, and observe that by 
(b), 
[Au] : [A : , IU l  ~- " "  + A:,nUn] : [A:,lUl] + . . .  q- [A:,nUn] 
= (A:,I ® I.,°)[ul] +""  + (A:.. ® I.~°)[u.] 
3 In full generality, A and B need not be square matrices nor of the same dimension. I the analysis to follow, however, 
A and B are both square but of distinct dimensions. 
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= ((A:,~,... ,A:,,) ® l~,,)([ud; . . . ;  [u,]) 
= (A ® I~,°)[u]. (33) 
For (e), since [j~(v)] = [fi][v], [ f(v)] = ([fl][v];... ;[fm[[V]) = ( I f / l ; ""  ;Ifm~)[V] = If][v]. For (f), 
[ f (u ) ]  = ([ f l ] [Ul] ; . . .  ; [ f , ] [u , ] )  = diag ( I f / [ , . . . ,  [ f , ] ) ( [Ul ] ; . . .  ; [u,]) = I f  ][u[. For (g), [ f (u ) ]  = (If l][u] 
; . . .  ;Ifm][U]) = (~f l ] ; . - - ; I fm] ) [U]  = I f  ][u[. [] 
The following operators are central to our discussion. Let f : U ---, U, g : V ~ V be linear mappings. 
Let z = (x; y) and let w = w(z) = u(x)v(y),  u = u(x) E U, v = v(x) E V. Let W be the linear space 
derived from U and V through multiplication as in Remark 2.5 (e.g., set U = Hkmm, V = Hk2n and 
W is a proper subset of H(k,+k2)(m+n).) Define the mapping h = fg  : W ~ W by 
h(w) = h(w(z))  := f (u (x ) )g (v (y ) ) ,  w E W. (34) 
More generally, if f,:Ui---*Ui and g:V---~V are linear, u i=u i (y i )EU i ,  i= l , . . . ,m,  and 
v = u~ . . .  Um, consider the mappings 
g(V(Z)) = f l  (Ul (Yl))f2(u2(Y2 ) ) ' ' "  fm(Um(Ym ) )  (35) 
and 
h(v(z)) = f l (u l (y l  ) )uE(y2) + ul(Yl )f2(u2(Y2)), (36) 
where z = (y~; Y2;... ;Ym), with yl . . . . .  Ym nonoverlapping vector segments of the vector z. In (36), 
m = 2. For these operators we have 
Theorem 3.2 (Matrix representations for products of finite-dimensional linear mappings). Under 
the generalized block lexicography (BL) and the notation of  (34)-(36), 
(a) [fgl = If[ ® [g]- 
(b) [ f lA - ' '  fm]=[f l ]  @[A[ @ "'" @ [fml. 
(c) [fl(ul)u2 + ulf2(u2)] = I fd  • [f~l. 
Proof. To prove (a), under notation (34), let {Ul,... ,Ur}  , {~)1,-.., Vs) be bases for U, V, and let 
f (u i )  = C~ilUl + ' ' "  + dpirUr, g(Vj)= yjlVl + "'" + 7j~Vs, respectively. Then 
f (ui )g (v j  ) = ~)il ~YjlUl l)l "Jc " " " -~- ~)il ~jsUl l)s "Jc " " " "~ ~)ir~IjlUrl)l ~- " " " 21- ~)ir~)jsUrDs • (37) 
Hence 
[f(u,)g(vj)] = (~il])jl; dk~il~j2;... ; (~i l~js; . . .  "~ ~ir~jl; ~)ir]~j2; ' ' '  ;¢ir])js) = [ f (u i ) ]  ® [g(vj)] (38) 
which is column i s+ j  of [fg] under (BL). Thus for fixed i, columns i s+ 1 through ( i+  1)s o f [ fg  1 
are given by 
[f(ui)] ® ([g(v.)],..., [g(vs)]) = [f(ui)] ® [g]. (39) 
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Allowing i to range from 1 to r yields 
I f  g] = ([f(u,)1 ® [gl, [f(uD] ® [g],---, [f(Ur)] ® 1g]) 
= ([f(ul)], [f(u2)], . . . ,  [f(ur)]) ® [g] = [f l  ® lg]" (40) 
This proves (a). For (b), under notation (35), apply (a) repeatedly to the nested product 
f~(f2(" " ( f  m-lfm)" " ")). (41) 
For (c), under notation (36), observe that by (a) and Theorem 3.1(a), 
[fl(ul )u2 + ulf2(u2)] = [fl(ul )u2] + [ulf2(u2)] 
= ( I f  l] ® I)[UlU2] + (I @ 1fz])[u,u2] 
= (If1] @ ~fzl)[uluz]. [] (42) 
We point out that Theorem 3.2 can be applied together with Theorem 3.1 in certain cases involving 
multi-linear, multi-dimensional mappings in which the variables are decoupled as in (34)-(36). For 
example, observe that 
[(fl(U)gi(V); f2(u)gz(V))] = (If,] ® I011; 1f21 ® I021)" (43) 
It is straightforward to generalize from this basic result to other more complicated mappings. 
4. An application: homological Lie-Poisson bracket 
In this section, the matrix representations C and B for the homological Lie derivative and Lie- 
Poisson bracket are constructed, the former being an important component of the latter. 
We construct B by observing that it can be constructed from fundamental building block matrices. 
To accomplish this, we first give coordinate-free and ordering-free matrix representations for C 
and B. Then we show, using the block structured lexicography (BL), that when A has more than 
one Jordan block, C can be expressed in terms of Kronecker sums of modules associated with 
the modes. By constructing prototypical single-mode modules using naturally emerging elementary 
matrices, the construction for B is completed. 
4.1. Construction outline 
In order to construct he matrix representation B, one of course evaluates (5) at all elements of 
a basis for H~,,. We begin by constructing matrix representations.4 and C for the mappings A(.) 
and (O/Sx(.))Ax comprising (5). These are constructed with respect o the Cartesian basis for HT,  
derived from any basis for H k,, such as J#kn. 
By Theorem 3.1(d), 
IA(.)] =A ® I~,. (44) 
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The second term in (5) defines the linear mapping 
~(U)= -~X Ax, U=(Ul;...;Un) , UiE~-~kn. (45) 
Define 
~(v)= -&x Ax, vC Hk,. (46) 
The mapping ~', with matrix representation C =[~1, is the Lie-derivative (4). By Theorem 3.1(f) 
C = diag (C, C, . . . ,  C) = I ,  ® C. (47) 
We then have, by (44)-(47), 
Theorem 4.1 (Matrix representation for homological Lie-Poisson bracket). 
(a) B=AQI=k, - I ,®C=AOC.  
(b) 
B=(A I ,@C A12®I=k.) (A~I AI2) 
0 A22 63 C tf A = .422 " 
(c) B=diag(A l  63 C,A: (3 C, . . . .  Am 63 C) if  A =diag(A1,A2 .... ,Am). 
Theorem 4.1 clearly indicates that B inherits the structure of A. This fact was remarked upon in 
[3]. Note that (a) holds for any linear coordinate system for A and any Cartesian polynomial basis 
for H~,. Results (b) and (c) are straightforward generalizations of (a). An important special case 
occurs when A appears in complex or real Jordan form 
A=D + N=diag(D l  + NI,. . . ,Dm + Nm). (48) 
Each A s =D; + Nj. E F "j×nj is referred to as a modal block (mode) of A corresponding to a single 
eigenvalue 2s, or a complex conjugate igenvalue pair ,a.j. = a s + cosi , k s = a s - ~osi , with D s and N s 
its diagonal and nilpotent parts, respectively, and n s the number of state variables associated with 
mode j. Let 
(O o,Xl /~':= , n~>2 01X(n--l) 
I f  D j  = D e := diag (2j . . . .  ,2j),  then 
Ns=N;:=r,, 
whereas if Dj = Dy := diag (A s .. . .  , As), 
A+:=(°s -c°s) 
o9 s a s ' 
0(n-2)x2 In-2 ~, " n >/4. (49) and I~ "= 02x2 02×(n_2) ./ 
(50) 
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then 
• _ nj 
" - r '  with p j . -  ~ .  (51) = "=I' ®I2- -  nj Nj N j .  pj 
In the latter case, we say that Dj is pair-diagonal and that mode j has pj variable pairs (sub- 
modal units) corresponding to Aj. Each variable pair is associated with one occurrence in Dj of the 
complex conjugate igenvalue pair as- + ooji. Obviously, this may arise only when U: = R and A is in 
real Jordan form. 
Theorem 4.2. Let A be in Jordan form. Then, under any Cartesian polynomial bas&, 
B=diag(B~,B2,... Bin) = diag ((D~ +N1) 0 C,...,(Din +Nn) 0 C) (52) 
with 
Bj=B~:=diag(2j . . . . .  2j)OC +I's ®I~,°, if Dj=Dj, 
and 
(53) 
Bj=B~.':=diag(Ai,...,Aj)OC +I'~ @I~., if Dj=D~'. (54) 
We remind the reader that B and C both depend on k. Clearly, B inherits the block structure of A 
for any k. Certain properties of B such as invertibility depend on the value of k, however. Eqs. (53) 
and (54) indicate that all the Bj's are block upper triangular with diagonal blocks (2j)OC = 2jI~k.- C 
or Aj O C, and super-diagonal blocks I.k. or 12 ® 1~. If A is nondefective, Nj = 0 for j = 1,..., m 
and B has no super-diagonal block. 
The matrix C figures prominently in the construction of B. We call C the common coupling 
matrix since C couples variables from all modes. In order to explicitly construct C, a basis for Hk, 
must be chosen. The most convenient choice is -gk,. This basis must of course be ordered, the plain 
lexicography being the natural choice. Theorem 4.2 suggests that it might be advantageous to begin 
constructing C at the modal level, rather than at the state variable level. This implies that the plain 
lexicography at the state variable level might not be suitable. It is here that the mode based block 
lexicography (BL) becomes useful. 
Before proceeding with our construction of B, we introduce some useful notation. In the analysis 
to follow, matrices indexed by multi-indices arise as the diagonal blocks of block diagonal matrices. 
We shall employ the convenient otation LXdiag to indicate the block diagonal matrix with diagonal 
blocks M~ arranged in agreement with the multi-indices x ordered by (LX). For example, if blocks 
M~=M~,~2~ 3 are indexed by /£=(KI,KZ, K3) , [K I =2, then 
LXdiag(M~) = diag (M200, M110, M10t, M02o, Mo~l, M002). (55) 
We shall also employ the notation diag ÷ to represent matrices which are nearly block diagonal, but 
with "diagonal blocks" shifted upward. For example, with 
(~ 2)  and B=(5;6;7),  A= 4 
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let 
1 2 0 )  
diag +(.4,B) = 3 4 5 (56) 
0 0 6 " 
0 0 7 
The B block is shifted upwards a certain number of rows (one row here) from the block-diagonal 
position. The specific shift amounts will be clear from the context in which the notation is used. 
Finally we introduce the block tri-diagonal matrix structure 
diag ( . . . , (s  : M,),...). (57) 
Here, s denotes the difference c - r between the block-column and block-row numbers of each 
matrix in the sequence of matrices//4,. In particular, the sequence M,. appears in the sub-, super- 
and diagonal blocks for s = - 1, 1,0, respectively (0: may of course be omitted). For example, 
diag((Ai,A2,A3),(1 " BI,Bz,B3),(-1 " C1,C2)):=: 1 A2 B2 0 , (58) 
(72 A3 B3 
where the .4's, B's and C's are sequences of matrix blocks of various compatible dimensions. 
4.2. Kronecker sum couplin9 of the multi-mode modules 
Consider A = diag (A1,A2) and let A 1, A2 be associated with x = (X l ;  . . .  ; Xr), y = (yl; . . . ,  Ys), re- 
spectively. Let z = (x; y) and, as earlier, x = (xl, x2), Xl = (Xll . . . . .  Xtr), = (x2 l , . . . ,  x2s), Ix, I = k , ,  
Ix21 =k2, Is:[ =k~ + k2. Observe that 
(Oz~) (Ox~')AlX)y~2+x~,((OY~ ~ -~-z/AZ= ( \  gx j A2y) (59) kay /  " 
Suppose that (BE) is adopted and consider (59) as a mapping with values of the form f t (x~)y~+ 
x~'f2(y~). By Theorem 3.2(c) we have the basic matrix computational module 
Gk~,k~):A = Q,:A~ ® Q~:A~, (60) 
where C~k,,k:):A denotes the matrix representation f c~ in (46) (or (4)) on the subspace of monomials 
x~'y ~, x ~' E Hk~r, y~ E Hk2s, and Ck.:A~ and Ck~:A~ are the matrix representations of (46), with Al 
and .4 2 replacing A, on Hk,;~ and Hk~,~, respectively. In (60), we have set Co:A, =(0)=0,  the 1 × 1 
zero matrix, i = 1,2. Employing the notation (55), it follows directly that 
C = LX diag(C~,,k2):A ), (61) 
where the multi-indices (kl,k2), kl +k2 =k  are ordered according to (LX). 
Eqs. (59)-(61) generalize straightforwardly to the case of m modes giving 
Theorem 4.3. Let A = diag(Al,A2 . . . . .  Am), k = kl +... +kin, and let (BL) be adopted with b defined 
in accordance with the block structure of A. Then 
C~k,,k2,...,km):A =Ck~:A, @Ck2:A2 q)'''~3Ckm:A~ and Ck:A =LXdiag(C~k,,~:,...,k~):~). (62) 
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The notation C~k,,~,...,k.):A in (62) denotes the matrix representation f cg on the subspace of 
monomials x ~ - ~' ~ • ~" x ,  xz "'Xm, IX;I =ki each i, ordered by (BL) (cf. (26)). It remains to construct the 
module Ck, :A,, i = 1,... ,m so that B can be given explicitly. Toward this goal, we now let A =D+N 
be in Jordan form and let Q = i.~] and R = ~]  be, respectively, the matrix representations of 
(O(v)) (O(V))Nx, vEHk,. (63) .~(v) :=\  Ox jDx  and ~(v) :=\  Ox J 
It follows directly that 
C=Q+R.  (64) 
Note that .~ and ~ are special cases of the Lie-derivative cg if A is replaced by D and N, 
respectively. Thus, by Theorem 4.3, we have, under obvious extensions of notation, 
Coronary 4.4. Under (BL),for A =diag(D~ +N~,.. . ,D,,  +N,, )  and k~ +k2 +. . .  +k,,  =k :  
(a) Q(k,.k2,...,k.):D = Qk, :D1 ® Qk2 :D2 G ' ' "  O Qk. :O~ and Qk :o = LX diag(Q(k, k2,...,k.):D). 
(b) R(k,, k2,..., k ): N = Rk, : N, ~ Rk~ :192 ~ " " ~ Rk,: N. and Rk: N ~-  LX diag(R~k,, ~,..., k.): N ). 
Clearly, Qk:D depends on the spectntm of A. Because N is independent of the spectrum of A, Rk:N 
is universal in that all matrices with this same nilpotent structure have identical R-matrices. By virtue 
of Corollary 4.4, the task of constructing C can be reduced to constructing the (modal) modules 
Q~j: Dj and Rkj :Nj. This task is easier for diagonal Dj = Dj' than for pair-diagonal Dj = Dj'. We have 
assumed above that Co: Aj = Q0: Dj = R0: uj = 0, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  m. 
Since we work with one mode at a time when constructing the modules Qkj :Dj and Rkj :N j, we 
shall omit the modal index j and refer to the Dj,Nj, 2j, kj, and the nj state variables corresponding 
to mode j simply as D, N, 4, k, n and modal state variable x. 
4.3. Construction of single-mode Kronecker modules: diagonal case 
Begin with D = D' and assume the monomials in ./g~ are ordered under (LX). Observe that 
Ox~_ (~ x~. ,Xn~x~, D'x=2x and N'x=(x2;...;x,;O). 
~X ' X 2 ' " " X n . /  
(65) 
Clearly 
\ Ox J D'x = xi-~i Ox,)= 1~12x K.
i=|  
(66) 
It follows that 
Q~:o, = 2kI~k.. (67) 
Note that (67) actually holds for any ordering scheme for the basis monomials. 
The construction of Rk:u, is more complicated. To reduce the complexity of our arguments, we 
construct Rk: U' recursively with respect o n. As N ' -  ' - I ' , we reduce the notation Rk;s, to Rkn. Recall 
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the notation in (15)-(19). For convenience, let ~(x;k) and ~(Yl il) denote the vectors resulting from 
applying ~ to the components of xik and J?l il, respectively. Set ~01 = 1 and observe that 
~(X ik  ) = ~i "31- # i ,  (68) 
where 
¢i := Xlk-i~(£lil) E Jik, (69) 
#i := (k - i)x~-i-l(x2Yl i ) E Yc(i+l)k, (70) 
respectively, i = 0, 1 .. . .  , k. Denote the matrix block in R~, induced by ~(xik) by 
S[~ : = [~(xik)]. (71) 
Thus, each S[k resides as a block in R~ in the columns corresponding to ~ik and the rows corre- 
sponding to ~k and ~(g+l)k. Note that S~k = [~(;2~k)] = [~(y~kl)] = R~(,_1). Setting R~I = 0, all i, these 
lead directly to the recursion 
" + ' ' ' ' 
=dlag (S~k, Slk, . . . ,  )), >12. (72) Sik_l)k,Rk(n_ l n 
In (72), we have used the notation (56). The magnitudes of the upward shifts of the blocks S[k in 
(72) are easily determined. Note that we have utilized specifically the fact that S~k =R'k(n_l). We 
proceed to construct he matrices S[k. 
It is easy to see that ~( J0k)= kx~-lx2 and hence that 
S0k = I~(k0k)] = (0; k). (73) 
For i = 1,.. . ,  k -  1, observe that ~i indicates that the matrix R~(,_l)= [~(Y~q)] emerges in R~, as a 
k--i i k - i  i block from row LSN(x~-ixi2) through row LSN(x 1 x,,). Note that the last monomial in ~, x 1 x,, 
. .g-i- l j+l In addition, the monomials in J(i+1)k is followed immediately by the first monomial in #~, ~1 ~,2 • 
from #i induced by consecutive monomials in ~ik are also consecutive in order. Hence, ]A i induces an 
identity matrix in Sfk of dimension r~g(,_ 1), the length of ~ .  This matrix block emerges immediately 
t k - - i - I  i+1 k--i--I i below Ri(,_l), that is, from row LSN(x I x2 ) through row LSN(x~ x2x,). It follows that 
S~ = (RI(,_ 1); (k - i)I~,° ~ ). (74) 
As an illustrative xample, we construct R~, 2, the matrix used to initialize the recursion (72). Since 
n = 2, so that Yl = x~, R~(,_1) reduces to 0 and I,,._,~ reduces to 1 resulting in S[~ = (0; k -  i). Hence 
R~=(  01×~T~ 0h×101×1) (75) 
where 
T~ := diag(k, k - 1 . . . . .  2, 1 ). (76) 
Collecting the above results, we have 
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Theorem 4.5 (Single-mode modules for Lie-derivative matrix: diagonal case). For D =D'= diag 
(2,...,;.), Qk:D, and Rk:N' =R'k, are 9iven by (67) and (72)-(74), respectively, and the Lie- 
derivative matrix Ck: A = 2k1~. + R'~,. In particular, i f  2 = O, Ck: A = R~, whereas i f  N' -- O, R~, = 0 
and Ck : A = 2kI,, . 
Corollary 4.6 (Single-mode, homological Lie-Poisson bracket matrix: diagonal case). For 
= diag(2 .. . . .  2), 
B=2(1 k)I,~k, In®R~ ' - - ' + I~®I~, .  
where R'kn is 9iven by (72)-(74). 
D =D t 
(77) 
The construction of single-mode Kronecker modules for the pair-diagonal case is given in the 
appendix. There, Qk:D,, and Rk:N,, corresponding to D" and N" are constructed (See (A13) and (A23) 
in the appendix and the accompanying discussions.) Since these constructions are quite technical, 
we omit the details here. 
4.4. Algorithmic 9eneration of  B 
A procedure for the automatic generation of B given k and a square matrix A in Jordan form is 
outlined below. 
Step 1. Construct R~nm~ , R;pm~x, i = 1,2,... ,k, using the recursions (72) and (A23) in the Appendix, 
and construct Xe~k:p ) using (91). Here nmax = maxj(ny) and Pmax = maxy(pj), are the largest sizes 
of all real or complex conjugate modal blocks present, respectively. 
Step 2. Compute 
Q~j : ~ = 2ykJ~kjv , (78) 
Qkj :~' = aykjI~kj,j + ogyX ~(kj :pj). (79) 
Use R'kjnj =Rkj:Uj' and R'~pj =Rkj:~,, from Step 1 to obtain Ckj:Aj and then Ck:A using Theorem 4.3 
and Corollary 4.4. 
Step 3. Use (53)-(54) to compute By and use (52) to obtain B. 
A Matlab program implementing this procedure is in preparation. 
/ t  Observe that the constructions of the matrices Ri'nm~, and Ripmx i n  Step 1 generate all matrices 
R~jnj and R'k'jp j required in Step 2. Moreover, since generically the matrices R~ and R~'p depend only 
on k,n and p, once computed, they may be used repeatedly to construct B for other matrices A 
of similar or distinctly different defective structure. Similar remarks apply to the matrices X~(k: p) 
which depend only on k and p. These observations are useful for significantly reducing the amount 
of redundant computation. Further eduction at a lower level is also possible. 
5. A center manifold reduction approximation 
As noted in Section 1, the homological Lie-Poisson bracket operator lAx, .] (parametrized by A) 
arises naturally in nonlinear systems analysis. In this section, a more general application of the 
results in Section 4 is given. 
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Like PNFR, the center manifold reduction (CMR) is another important tool for nonlinear analysis 
which often precedes PNFR in practice. Customarily, the CMR problem is formulated as follows. 
Consider 
0 (F(x,y) 
(y )  =(O c As) ( ; )  + k,G(x,y)), xCR "°, yER n+. (80) 
Here Ac is critical and As is hyperbolic (For stability analysis, As is assumed strictly stable.) and 
x E U :n+ and y E D :"° are vectors corresponding to Ac and As, respectively. In addition, F(0, 0) = G(0, 0) 
=0 and (OF/O(x,y))(O,O)=(OG/O(x,y))(O,O)=O, so that F(., .)  and G(.,.) are purely nonlinear 
(with adequate smoothness). The mapping 
OH 
y=H(x) with H(0)=--~-x(0)=0 (81) 
satisfying the partial differential equation 
AsH(x) ÷ G(x,H(x)) = --~x (X) (Acx ÷ F(x,H(x)) (82) 
is known as the center manifold transformation associated with system (80) (see [4, 7] for an 
exposition on center manifolds). 
Suppose we wish to compute a power series approximation for H(x) 
n(x) =n2(x) ÷ n3(x) ÷ . . . ,  nk(x) E H~c (83) 
assuming that F and G have power series expansions 
F(x, y) = y~ Fij(x, y), (84) 
i+j>~2, i,j>~o 
G(x, y) = ~ Gij(x, y), (85) 
i+j>-2, i,j>~O 
where Fij(x, y) and Gij(x, y) contain terms of order i + j which are of orders i and j in x and y 
respectively. Substituting (83)-(85) into (82) and equating terms of like powers, we have 
/OH, \ 
AsHk(x)- ~--~x (X))A¢x=rk(x), k=2,3,4, . . .  (86) 
where 6+(x) collects all kth-order terms in x which do not involve the unknown H+(x). For example, 
denoting Fio(X, y) and Gio(X, y) by N0(x) and Gio(X) for brevity, we have 
62(x) = -G2o(X), (87) 
0H2 
(~3(x)= (---~x (X)) F2o(x) -- G3o(X), (88) 
/OH3 ", /01-12 \ 
 4(x) = (X))F2o(x)+ I-S;x (X))(F3o(X)+ F,,(x, H2(x)) 
- G4o(X)  - G21(x,H:(x)). (89) 
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Our attention is focused on the left-hand side of (86), which defines a linear mapping from H~snc 
into itself, parametrized by Ac and As. It is straightforward to see that the matrix representation that 
will permit he solution of Eq. (86) for Hk(x) is given by 
~Asu- (~xx)Acx~=As®l,~,c -l,~®Ck:A~, uEH~, (90) 
where Ck :Ao is a matrix representation for the Lie-derivative (Ou/Ox)A~x. If A~ is in Jordan form, the 
results in Section 4 readily apply here to Ck:Ao and thus to (90) as a whole since the first term on 
the right in (90) is independent of orderings chosen for basis monomials (polynomials). 
6. Extensions and concluding remarks 
A framework for constructing matrix representations for general inear mappings between finite 
dimensional linear spaces has been presented. The results have included characterizations of plain and 
structured lexicographic serial number functions which permit basis monomials for linear spaces of 
homogeneous polynomials to be located with respect o chosen orderings. Some basic computational 
matrix module contruction lemmas for elementary linear mappings were presented. The representation 
matrices C and B for the homological Lie derivative and Lie-Poisson bracket were constructed at 
various levels of coordinate system specification. The most explicit constructions assumed that A 
was in Jordan form with full geometric defectiveness. In particular, we showed: 
(a) The main representational building block for the operators considered is the homological Lie- 
derivative matrix C. 
(b) If A is modally decoupled or in block-triangular form, the Lie-Poisson bracket matrix B inherits 
the structure of A (For example, B =diag(Bb.. .  ,Bin) if A = diag(A~,...,Am)). 
(c) B is determined as the Kronecker difference B =A O C while C is given by Kronecker sums of 
certain modal modular blocks if A is modally decoupled and the block-structured lexicography 
is employed. 
(d) For A in Jordan form A = D + N, C = Q + R (= CD + CN), and when Q and R are constructed, 
certain fundamental, universal matrices T[,Xq, Yik, Tz~, and submodules S[k,S[[ emerge. 
The fundamental matrices in (d) have emerged naturally. Each of them possesses unique and 
interesting structure and properties. For example, the eigenvalues of Xq are -4-li, l =q ,q -  2, 
q-  4 . . . . .  q mod2, and its left and right eigenvectors are structured and integer-valued [5]. These 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are of crucial importance for PNFR reduction as discussed in [5]. 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 provide the basic tools needed to construct C and B for A in Jordan form. 
They may also be used to construct matrix representations for other mappings. For example, by 
Theorem 3.2(b), with u = u(x)c Hkl,, and v= v(y)E Hk2,, the matrix representation f the operator 
(11) is 
I ( (~xx)A lx ) (  l=Ckl ®Ck2 (91) (~y)A2y) :A, :A2. 
Moreover, these theorems may be used to construct Lie-derivative and Lie-bracket matrices 
with structures different from Jordan normal form. In such cases, other classes of fundamental 
matrices emerge as fundamental building blocks. For example, consider A as given in its 
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companion form 
A= 
0 1 0 . . . . . .  0 
i 0 1 0 . . .  0 
: : "'. 1 "'. : 
: : : "'. "'. 0 
0 0 . . . . . .  0 1 
al a2 . . . . . .  an- I  an. 
(92) 
Such an A arises when nth-order scalar linear differential equations are converted to first-order vector 
differential equations. It is natural here to write A as Z +N with Z = (0;.. .  ; 0; z), z = (al, a2,..., a,), 
and N-  ' - I , ' . We have constructed C~ :u = R~n in Section 4. It remains to construct Ck :z = Ck z. One 
easily shows that for z = (a, b), 
C~: (a,b) = diag+(0, (a; b), 2(a; b),..., k(a; b)) (93) 
and for z = (a, b, c), 
C2: (a,b,c) ~- diag+(0, 0, (a; b; c), 0, (a; 0; b; c), (2a; 0; 2b; 2c)). (94) 
Our preliminary analysis shows that the lexicographies and recursions developed earlier may not 
apply here directly. It is clear, however, that interesting patterns arise, and once the module Ck:A 
for A in companion form (92) is obtained, it can be extended immediately to the multi-mode case 
A = diag(A1,... ,Am) with all Aj's in companion form. 
To conclude, we mention the following problems for future research. In the multi-stage PNFR 
problem of Section 1, in which NIT's (6) are applied successively for different k values, system 
dynamics E(x) must be updated. These updates take two basic forms, namely, 
i i 
F~(x + Pk(x))= F/(x) + y~ fi'i_j+jk(x)" Hi; x Hn~ ~ ~.J H(;_j+jk), (95) 
j= l  j=0 
where F/(.) E Hi;, P~(.) E H~, and Pi-j+jk(') ~ H~'~_j+jk)n and 
m i 
OPk(x) Fi(x + n × n ~ [..J H(i+(j+,,)(k_l)),,, m = 1,2,.. (96) I T . ]  Pk ( X ) ) " ~-~ in ~-fl kn 
j=0 
Both of these computations are demanding whether performed numerically or symbolically. Similar 
problems arise when computing solutions to (82). The mappings 
n n F/-j+jk " Hi, ~ H(i_j+j~), (97) 
in (95) are all linear in the coefficients of the components of E( ' )  and in j th powers of the compo- 
nents of Pk('). Thus, matrices whose elements are homogeneous polynomials of order j, j = 1,... ,  i, 
in the components of [Pk] can be constructed to assist in computing the expansion (95). For in- 
stance, F i - l+k( ' )  is linear in Pk. The mappings (96) are linear in the coefficients of the components 
of F,-(.) and in (m + j)th powers of the components of Pk('), j = 1 ..... i. Matrix representations 
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can also be used advantageously here. We note that in order to minimize the number of dynamics 
updates, the most time-consuming part of the PNFR, we have established in [5] an optimal order 
(2,4 . . . . .  e*, 3, 5,... , k* -2 )  in which NITs of the indicated orders should be applied. Here k* is the 
odd order up to which the PNFR is to be accomplished and e* is an even order depending on k*. 
At the basic computational level, other matrix representations which facilitate the dynamics updating 
can be obtained. Such results should prove useful in control systems design for ~ = f (x ,u)  with 
feedback law u= ~kPk(x). 
Appendix 
Construction of single-mode Kronecker modules: Pair-diagonal case 
In this appendix, we construct Qk:o,, and Rk:N,, corresponding to D" and N". Because of the 
structure of D", N", we employ sub-modal units, pairs of variables. Continuing to assume that A 
possesses a single mode (Jordan block), let the modal vector associated with A be given by 
Z-~-(Zl;Z2;...;Zp), 2i :(Xi '~Yi)  , i=  1,2, . . . ,p,  (A.1) 
p=n/2  the number of variable pairs in D". For this subsection, let (cf. (25)) 
I ,1 =t¢il -4- tci2=ki and kl + . . .  + kp =k. (A.2) 
Let A be written as 
A = ale + 09./2, (A.3) 
where 
j.: =lp® (O -1 )  n 
1 0 ' p = 2' (A.4) 
and express D" as Z + Q, 
Z: =Ip ® (aI2) = aI., (A.5) 
~-~: = Ip ® ( ~2 ) = OgJn. (A.6) 
It follows that 
Qk:D,, = Qk:s + Qk:a. (A.7) 
Since S is diagonal, we may apply directly (67) with aI2 replacing D', and Corollary 4.4(a), with 
27 replacing A to get 
(A.8) Q~k,.k2.....kS = ,r( (k~I.k,2) • " "  • (kpl.~p2) = 'rla~k,+~¢k2+~)...<k,+~). 
As for Q¢k,,k2,....~,):a, consider an (xi; yi)-pair and observe that 
8(xi, Yi ) J Yi - ,~il~i yi + ,~i2~i yi • (A.9) 
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It is easy then to conclude, setting n = 2, p = 1 in (A.4), that 
where the fundamental building block 
Xq= 
0 1 0 .-- 
-q  0 2 0 ...  
0 1 -q  0 3 0 .-. 
0 2 -q  0 ". 
• . • 
0 ". ". q -1  
-2  0 q 
-1 0 
(A.IO) 
(A.11) 
emerges naturally. Let the ordering scheme (PL) be adopted within the mode under consideration: 
that is, set m = p ,  bi = 2, i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  m, and employ the ordering (BL) based upon (26)• By Corollary 
4.4(a), with block diagonal t2 replacing A, so that (BL) becomes (PL), we have 
Q(k~,*2,...,kp):~ = co(Xk, q)Xk2 q3 •.• @Xk~)• (A.12) 
Eqns. (A.7), (A.8) and (A.12), and again Corollary 4.4(a) give 
Q~:D,, = LXdiag(Q(k,,...,kp):s) + Q~k,,...,k~):a) 
=LXdiag(trk/(kl+l)...(kp+l) + co(Xk, ®Xk2 ® ""  ®Xkp)) 
= aM~k, + coX.(k), (A.13) 
where 4 
X.(k:p): =LXdiag(Xkl ®Xk2 ®. . .  q~X,,). (A.14) 
We now proceed to construct the modules R,:N,, which we denote R~p. The construction resembles 
that given for R'kn. However, substantial additional complexities appear. Construct 
z [k] = (20k; 21k; • • • ; 2(k- 1)k; Zkk) (A. 15) 
letting z~': =z[  ~'1, all i. Set ~1 =(z2;. . .  ;Zp)C  ~2p--4. For ease of reference, we list explicitly 
80, (X f ;X f - l y l "  *-2 2. k-t  1.2  k-2 .  . x ly~- l .y~) ,  (A.15) = ,x~ yl  . . . .  ;x  I y l ,x ly l  . . . .  , , 
7,ik = (xf- iz(i];  Xf -i-1YlZ'[i]; . -- ;X~ - i - j  yj'~i]; . . . ;XlYkl -i-l,'~[i]; ykl-i-~(i]), (A.16) 
__  X k k--1 k• k - I  k--I k--I k Zkk--( 2;X2 Y2;. . . ' ,  Y2,X2 X3;X2 Y3;.--;XpYp ;yp)  (=~k] ) .  (A.17) 
4 We have used here the equality ~-'~,=kl+...+kp(kl + 1)---(kp + 1)= lr~. Recalling n = 2p and the dimension of Qk:o,, 
is n~, this fact is easily established. 
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Observe that 
~(xk- i - J / z~ i ] )~- -¢ i j  "~- #i j  .Of- Vij, (A.18) 
where 
(A.19) 
• __ :vk - - i - j .  j - - l [ .  =[i]-~ 
].lij --J-X 1 ..v I I, Y2~l 1, (A.20) 
vi/: = (k - i - j )x~- i - j - 'y{(x2"~i l ) ,  (A.21) 
respectively, i = 0, 1,2 . . . . .  k, j = 0, 1,2,. . . ,  k - i. Here, the monomials in ¢ij lie in the vector segment 
2/k while those in #ij and vi / l ie  in ~(~+~)~. This implies that R~'p is block-subdiagonal s R~, is. More 
specifically, let 
S[~: = [,~(2;k )]]. (A.22) 
Then, setting R~' 1 =0(k+~)x(k+~), we have 
I I  " -~ I I  I1 I I  I1  Rkp=dlag (S~k, Stk,. . . ,Sik_l)k,Rk(p_l)),  p >~ 2. (A.23) 
The expression (A.23) is a recursive construct analogous to (72). The matrix R~' z is constructed 
below as a specific example. By comparing (A.19)-(A.21) with (69)-(70), it is apparent that the 
need to include the additional index j complicates matters significantly. Indeed, since the vector 
~(~(i]) in ~i/occurs once for each j = 0, 1,.. . ,  k - i, then k - i + 1 copies of the matrix block R~p_ l) 
corresponding to ~(~i1) emerge. Hence, we have 
S[; = ( Ik_ i+ 1 @Ri~p_l ) ;  Yik) (A.24) 
(with R6t(p_U=0 for completeness). This is in direct contrast o the unique block R~(n_l) in the 
diagonal case. Here, the block Y,-k, accounting for #ij and vij, j = O, 1 . . . .  , k -  i, remains to be given 
explicitly. In addition, Eqs. (A.20) and (A.21) clearly indicate that each term in (70) splits into 
k - i + 1 pairs of terms which appear in R~'p in the same column but separated by certain numbers of 
zeros to be determined. As a consequence, the elements corresponding to the block (k - i)I~,<,_,> in 
(74) become more scattered. Note that for fixed i, when j = k -  i, the last monomial in ~ij, namely 
k--i i y~ yp, is followed immediately by the first monomial of vii when j=0,  namely, (k - ~)x 1-''-k-i-1--i+1.~2 
(for which #tj vanishes). Thus, for fixed i, all terms p~j and v~/occur below the corresponding terms 
~ij as (A.24) indicates. 
We proceed to construct Y~k, i = 0, . . . ,  k - 1. Consider Y0k first. Recall that 72 = (x3; Y3;... ; Xp; yp). 
For each j=  1,2, . . . ,k  - 1, between ~ j  and Voj there are the 2p - 4 monomials in £1k, namely 
xk- j -~  j.~ (These monomials are absent in ~(20k).) They give rise to gaps of zeros in columns of 1 ,,el z;2" 
the corresponding matrix block Y0k. It is not difficult to see that 
Yok : = diag(k, (1; 02p_4; k - 1 ), (2; 02p_4; k - 2), . . . ,  (k - 1; 02p-4; 1 ), (k; 02p_ 4 ))  
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1 
02p-4  
k-1  
k 
02p-4 j
2 
02p-4  
k-2  
k -1  
02p- -4  
1 
(A.25) 
Note that here, for convenience in aligning the matrix blocks later on, we have included 2p-  4 
zeros beneath the last nonzero element k in Y0k, corresponding to the terms in Y~-~g2. 
For Y~k, i > 0, consider 
X2"~(i] t ' v i+ l ,  v i . .  . i .  i~  . i--1 ~ . . i - - l~  . . 
= ~.'~2 , 'n '2Y2 ,  • • • , x2Y2 ,X2Z2,X2  Y2Z2,  • • • ,x2Y2  Z2, • • • , 
x~i-l+l] ; x{-I y2~i-/+,];... ;x2y~-l~i-l+l];... ; x~i-1]; x2y2~i-11; x2~2[i] ) (A.26) 
and 
y2"Z[ i] = (xi2Y2; . . . "~x2yi2"~ yi2+l ; x~-' Y2Z2;... ; x2y~-1~2; y~2;. . .  ; 
xl2-1y2z~2i- I+l] ; . . . ;x2yl2-1Z- ' [2 i - l+l ] ;  y~z~[2i- l+l];. . . ;x2Y2Z-'[2i-1]; y2z--[2i-1] ; Y2Z2 [i] ) (A.27) 
corresponding to vii and/~ij, l = i + 1, i , . . . ,  1. Note in particular that the monomials 
y i+ l  i~  ,, lz"~i-l+l] . =Ill (A.28) 
2 ' Y2Z2 '  " " " ' --"2 2 , • " " ,  -.v2'~2 
of~ i+1] are absent in x22~ °. These monomials create gaps of zeros (within the vector segment ~(;+l)k) 
in the matrix blocks of Y~k corresponding to/~ij. Similarly, the monomials 
i+ l  i N . XIz"~J - l+1] . ,X2  ~[i] (A.29) X2 ,X2Z2, ' "  , 2 2 , ' "  
of ~i+ll are absent in y2~[ °, creating gaps of zeros in the matrix blocks corresponding to vii. Note 
that the lengths of the vector segments in (A.26)-(A.29) are all various multiples of rc(i-t+l)t2p-4)= 
dim(~i-l+l]), l= i+ 1,i,. . . ,1. 
Note further that from (A.26) and (A.27), there are monomials in x2~( i] and y2~[ i] that are common, 
namely XI2-1y2z--[2 i - l+ l ]  ~ . l- l_'~[i- l+l] , . . .  , . x2) '  2 z; 2 , l = i + 1, i , . . . ,  2. It follows that •ij and ].li(j+l) contain shared 
monomials. The significance of this is that in contrast o the diag-structure for Y0k in (A.6), there 
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are now two nonzero elements in Y~k appearing in the same row in certain rows. Consequently 
(k  - i)Fi Li 
(k  - i - 1 )Fi 2Li 
I (k -  i -  2 )F i  3Li Y ik  ~ " . . " . • "'. (k  - i - 1)Li Fi (k  - i)Li 
= diag((k - i)vi, (k - i - 1 )F , , . . . ,  F i ) ,  (1 : Li, 2Zi . . . .  , (k  - i - 1 )Li, (k  - i ) L , ) )  
where 
(A.30) 
F i  : = diag((L.+l; 01 ), ( I i (2p - -4 ) ;  02p--4), ( I( i --1)r~2(2p-4, ; 0n2(2p-4, ) . . . .  
(Ix(,_~),:._.); OR,, ,,,:._4, ), (I.,(~_.,; 0~,(:~_.); O~(i+l ,(2p_4) ) (A.31) 
and 
L, : = diag((01;/~+1 ), (02p_4 ; I i (2p -4) ) ,  (0n2(2p_4);I(i-1)~2(2p_4)) . . . .  , 
(07~(i- 1 )(2p-,); l • ( i - ,x2p-4)  ) '  (0~i(2p--4); I7~/(2p--4); 07~(i+1X2p-4) ))" (A .32)  
Here, all 0q'S in (A.31) and (A.32) denote zero matrices with q rows and compatible numbers of  
columns. 
To construct R" k2, set p = 2 and observe that since 2p-  4 = 0, the zero gaps in Y0k disappear. 
Thus F, and L, reduce to simply (1,+1;0) and (0;Ii+l), respectively. Hence, as is easily seen, R~' 2 is 
given by 
R~' 2= d iag( ( -  • " " " T" " 1.T k, T ik , . - . ,  • - - ,  
where 
k 
ro = 
1 
k-1  
2 
k -2  °.. 
".° 
k-1  
1 
(A.33) 
(A.34) 
and 
T,.~ = d iag( ( ( (k  - i)Ii+~; 0) ,  ( (k  - i - 1 ) I ,+~; 0 ) , . . . ,  (I/+~ ; 0 ) ) ,  
( l:(O; Ii+ ' ), (0; 21,+, ) . . . . .  (0; (k  -- 01,+1 ))) ,  (A.35) 
respectively. Collecting the above facts gives 
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Theorem A.1 (Single-mode modules for Lie-derivative matrix: pair-diagonal case). For D =D"= 
diag(A, . . . ,  A), Qk:D,, and Rk:u,, are 9iven by (A. 12 ), (A. 13 ) and (A.23)- (A.25 ), and (A. 30)- (A.32) ,  
respectively, and the Lie-derivative matrix Ck:A = akI~k, +e)Xe(k)+R~p. In particular, i f  cr = O, Qk:D,, = 
ogXe(k), whereas if  N"  = O, Ck:A = akI~. + ogXe(k). 
Coronary A.1 (Single-mode homological Lie-Poisson bracket matrix: pair-diagonal Case). For D= 
D" = diag(A, . . . ,  A) = S + f2, 
I ~P"  +g '®l~ (A.36) B" = a(1 - k)In~, + co(Jn OX~,:p))  - ~ "kp  
where R'kp is 9iven by (A.23)-(A.25) ,  and (A.30)-(A.32) ,  respectively. 
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